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Abstract 

This article discusses the emerging presence of online livestreaming programs for computer 

coding education. The typologies of motivations from a user-gratification perspective were 

explored from live coding streaming platforms such as “Twitch.tv” and “LiveEdu.tv”. Categories 

of motivations were identified from the literature. Content analysis was used for analyzing the 

distribution of motivation categories in “Twitch.tv,” as well as blog posts on “LiveEdu.tv” 

guided by Gratifications Theory. From the literature, five types of motivations were identified: 1) 

Cognitive; 2) Affective; 3) Social Integration; 4) Personal Integration; and 5) Tension release. In 

live coding streaming communities, the content analysis of 256 streams and twenty six 

discussion posts indicated that the primary motivation is cognitive related information seeking, 

followed by social integration such as community outreach, and then personal integration such as 

personal recognition. Through content analysis, the authors found that the audience's 

psychological state while watching online livestreaming of coding practice is mainly focused on 

learning and information seeking, emotional connectedness, and social interactions. Based on the 

findings, an empirical motivation model in live coding streaming was also developed. The 

findings for researchers and practitioners alike in programming education can apply respective 

motivation characteristics in programming education. 

Key words: Live coding, computational thinking, game-based learning, computer science 

education, online communities, streaming 
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Introduction 

With the development of internet technology and the popularization of smart phones, online 

livestreaming has emerged as a fast-growing method for online media broadcasting in real time. 

Nearly half of internet users in the US watch live videos at least once a week, and a quarter of 

them watch live videos at least once a day (Magid, 2017). The scale of the video streaming 

market was estimated at approximately $30 billion in 2016, and it is projected to more than 

double in growth by 2021, to more than $70 billion (PR Newswire, 2016).  

Over 60% of young people (ages 18–34) watch livestreaming content regularly in the U.S. 

(Emarketer, 2017). As an example, Twitch is one of the biggest live video streaming companies, 

with about 1 million streamers interacting with more than 100 million viewers each month 

(Twitch, 2017). Another big livestreaming platform, “Facebook Live,” attracts nearly two billion 

people to watch live videos, with an increase of 50% in 2017 (Fingas, 2018). In China, which has 

the largest live video streaming market, with 324.8 million Internet users (or 45% of its online 

users) making use of livestreaming content, more than 200 live video streaming apps are 

available (Chadha, 2016; Si, 2017; Xiang, 2017). Most of these live video streaming programs 

are related to video games, live shows, and e-sports. 

Livestreaming meets the social requirements of people at different levels, including face-to-face, 

anywhere, anytime, and interactive. Live video streaming allows people to watch videos on 

different platforms through the network system at the same time. The emergence of 

livestreaming platforms has triggered a revolution in communication. Online video livestreaming 

can be used to produce videos and their related dialogues, metadata, online survey, program 

evaluations, and other online training materials (Derry et al., 2010). 

Livestreaming, however, has a much broader scope than just entertainment and gaming; 

livestreaming has also emerged in other genres. In recent years, the demand for adding 

programming and computational thinking into primary school curricula has increased greatly 

(Repenning et al., 2010); this gives incentive to consider novel approaches such as livestreaming, 

which have been shown to be used to disseminate programming and coding knowledge. 
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Interestingly, new livestreaming platforms such as “Twitch.tv” and “LiveEdu.tv” (now named: 

“education-ecosystem”) leads a new way on this. “Twitch.tv” is a popular livestreaming platform 

primarily for entertainment and sports, but also includes streaming for livestream computer 

programming. “LiveEdu.tv” primarily focuses on computer programming education, which 

engages a good numbers of programming experts as streamers and viewers in a rapidly growing 

livestreaming multimedia phenomenon.  

Live coding benefits programmers by allowing for easy debugging and immediate feedback 

during the coding process (McDirmid, 2016; Kubelka, 2018); however, little is known about the 

user motivations underlying streamer and viewer engagement towards using livestreaming for 

effective and enjoyable coding learning. Unlike other live streaming activities, such as gaming or 

sports, primarily for recreation purposes, live streamers and participants for coding learning 

benefit from personal learning experiences and hands-on problem-solving skills. Live coding 

streaming promotes informal coding education in a variety of ways. Motivational 

experimentation in a live-stream coding environment sheds light on the growing needs of live 

streaming-focused programming. Unknown motivations, specifically learning related 

motivations, can be defined to apply live streaming and re-use different interaction features to 

deliver a better online learning strategy. 

In this research, the empirical motivation model in live-stream coding, is built based on the Uses 

and Satisfaction Theory (Rubin, 2009), with supporting evidence derived from content analysis 

among live streaming coding platforms. Motivation discovery and modeling articulate the needs 

of streamer-viewer interaction, which helps to develop motivation-specific learning resources to 

facilitate information sharing, adaptive data workflow, and cognitive participatory learning 

environment.  

 

Literature Review 

 

Livestreaming demonstrates tremendous user benefits and the potential to grow into an even 

broader social media trend (Hilbert-Bruce et al., 2018). Uses and Gratification Theory (UGT) has 

been used to analyze how people engage in different types of social media such as: livestreaming 
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(Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017), online social networking sites (Ku, Chen, & Zhang, 2013; West & 

Turner, 2010; Whiting & Williams, 2013), and video sharing (Chiang & Hsiao, 2015). 

According to UGT, users seek out their media needs, instead of the media seeking out the user 

(Wang, Fink & Cai, 2008). UGT supports analysis of how users make choices for online 

streaming, and the roles users play in media engagement that can fulfill their psychological 

needs.  

Guided by Uses and Gratification Theory (UGT), several motivations were identified for both 

streamers and viewers in online streaming (Hilbert-Bruce et al., 2018; Sjoblom & Hamri, 2017). 

UGT helps classify needs in five categories: Cognitive, Affective, Personal Integrative, Social 

Integrative, and Tension Release (Katz, Gurevitch, et al., 1973; West & Turner, 2010), as 

presented in Table 1. Online streaming motivators related to the Cognitive need include Learning 

and information seeking for knowledge acquirement (van der Heijden, 2004; Papacharissi & 

Rubin, 2000; Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017). Motivators related to the Affective need are 

Entertainment and Adventure (Venkates, 2000; Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017). Motivators regarding 

the Personal Integrative need are Emotional connectedness, External support, Social 

support/recognition, and Social anxiety (Hernandez et al., 2011; Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017).  

Motivators for the Social Integrative need are Meeting new people, Social interactions, Sense of 

Community. Tension Release-related motivators are Escape, Relaxation and Distraction (Smock 

et al., 2011; Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017). 

Learning and information seeking has been shown to be an important kind of Cognitive 

motivation for use in several online media contexts (Hamilton et al., 2014; Papacharissi & 

Mendelson, 2010; Whiting & Williams, 2013). Online video livestreaming enriches knowledge 

in an intuitive, fast, well-expressed way. It can enable streamers and viewers to interact in real 

time without any geographical restrictions. Eventually it enhances the effectiveness of the 

promotion of the broadcasted event. After a livestream is completed, users can continue to 

provide rebroadcasts and on-demand broadcasts at any time, effectively extending the time and 

location for livestreaming and maximizing the value of live broadcast content. For online 

streaming gaming, especially on the Twitch online streaming platform, users can better decide 

and find which game they want to play based on broadcasts they have watched in the past. 
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Additionally, watching Twitch, users can learn about game strategies, tricks, tactics, and more 

(Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017). 

As for Personal Integrative-related motivators, users can make up for the lack of community 

engagement in real life by participating in online communities (Miller, 2011). When online 

streaming users lack external support from family, friends, and local communities, they can seek 

out online communities with which they can share emotional connections and improve their 

psychological health by participating in such communities (Bargh & McKenna, 2004). 

According to reports, online social interaction and participation help reduce user loneliness 

(Valkenburg & Peter, 2009). This is especially important to people who find it difficult to 

communicate socially with others in real life; online communication can help such socially 

anxious people communicate well due to its abstracted nature (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; 

Desjarlais & Willoughby, 2010; Mazalin & Klein, 2008). The online streaming environment can 

provide alternatives to social activities in offline life, eliminating the obstacles that individuals 

with social anxiety may encounter in physical communities (Hilert-Bruce et al., 2018).  

Social Integration-related motivators (such as meeting new people, social interaction, and sense 

of community) are important because livestreaming platforms offer a virtual community center, 

where streamers and viewers can interact, communicate, and make new friends (Hamilton et al., 

2014). In livestreaming environments, a sense of community is regarded as pursuing a sense of 

self-identity in the community (Hamilton et al., 2014); sense of community includes senses of 

community membership, social influence, and a sense of belonging to the livestreaming platform 

(McMillan & Chavis, 1986). In a livestream, users (including both streamers and viewers) can 

share the same sense of belonging and connection to each other based upon shared experiences, 

including: sharing the same dialect, similar social growth experiences and environment, and 

having the same or similar occupations. Streamers and viewers sometimes share life experience 

from their outside lives. The streamers might share many similar life and working experiences 

with viewers in real life. When streamers have similar experiences and/or similar identities in 

real life, they can more easily narrow the psychological distance between each other by 

participating in a community. 

Tension Release and escape have an important impact on online streaming. Users can forget 

about their school, work, and other things when participating online. It can be a habit or a way to 
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occupy their time. Watching online streams could also relax them and provide a pleasant form of 

rest (Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017). 

 

Table 1. Typology of livestreaming motivators reported from literature 

Motivators UG need type Description Literature 

learning and Information 

seeking 
Cognitive 

Acquiring information, knowledge, 

comprehension 

Papacharissi & Rubin, 2000; Van der 

Heijden, 2004; Whiting & Williams 

2013; Hamilton et al., 2014; Hilvert-

Bruce et al., 2018 

Entertainment Affective 
Emotionally pleasant, or aesthetic 

experience 

Venkatesh, 2000; Hanson & 

Haridakis, 2008; Papacharissi & 

Mendelson, 2010; Cheung & Huang, 

2011; Hamilton et al., 2014; 

Friedländer, 2017; Hilvert-Bruce et 

al., 2018 

Adventure Affective 
Emotionally pleasant, or aesthetic 

experience 

Venkatesh, 2000; Hanson & 

Haridakis, 2008; Papacharissi & 

Mendelson, 2010; Cheung & Huang, 

2011; Hamilton et al., 2014 

Meeting new people Social integration 
Enhancing connections with 

family, friends 

Sherry et al., 2006; Chen & Lin, 2011; 

Scholz, 2012; Pai & Arnott, 2013; 

Whiting & Williams, 2013; Hamilton 

et al., 2014; Friedländer, 2017; 

Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2018 

Social interactions Social Integration 
Enhancing connections with family, 

friends 

Sherry et al., 2006; Chen & Lin, 2011; 

Scholz, 2012; Pai & Arnott, 2013; 

Whiting & Williams, 2013; Hamilton 

et al., 2014; Friedländer, 2017; 

Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2018 

Sense of Community Social Integration 
Enhancing connections with 

family, friends 

Sherry et al., 2006; Chen & Lin, 2011; 

Scholz, 2012; Pai & Arnott, 2013; 

Whiting & Williams, 2013; Hamilton 

et al., 2014; Friedländer, 2017; 

Hilvert-Bruce et al., 2018 

External support 
Personal 

Integration 

Enhancing credibility, confidence, 

and status 

Hernandez et al., 2011, Hilvert-Bruce 

et al., 2018 
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Social support 
Personal 

Integration 

Enhancing credibility, confidence, 

and status 

Hernandez et al., 2011, Hilvert-Bruce 

et al., 2018 

Social anxiety 
Personal 

Integration 

Enhancing credibility, confidence, 

and status 

Hernandez et al., 2011, Hilvert-Bruce 

et al., 2018 

Emotional Connectedness 
Personal 

Integration 

Enhancing credibility, confidence, 

and status 

Hernandez et al., 2011, Hilvert-Bruce 

et al., 2018 

Escape Tension release Escape and diversion 

Lin, 2002; Hanson & Haridakis, 2008; 

Courtois et al., 2009; Papacharissi & 

Mendelson, 2010; Whiting & 

Williams, 2013 

 

Motivation can be also characterized as the degree to which persistent effort is focused toward a 

target (Johns, 1996), and the degree to which persistent effort a student pays toward learning can 

be perceived as motivation to learn (Law et al., 2010). According to situational variables and 

environmental influences, motivation can be calculated internally by individuals and externally 

by sources (Amabile et al., 1994, Ryan and Deci, 2000, Law et al., 2010). Law et al. (2010) 

indicated that motivation for computer programming in E-learning environment included 

intrinsic motivation (e.g., individual attitudes and goal), as well as extrinsic environment such as 

direction, reward, recognition, social pressure and competition. 

 

Live coding is a regular pedagogical practice for teaching computer programming, where 

teachers write code without planning and project the learning process (Paxton, 2002). Live 

streaming is informal, which pursues learners' own learning without externally imposed 

requirements (Hall, 2009). Live streaming focused on entertainment content, such as sports 

(Hamari and Sjoblom, 2017). However, people also share knowledge through live streaming for 

interactive visual art (Fraser et al., 2019) and encourage engagement in language learning (Samat 

et al., 2019). 

 

Coding education has been applied in live streaming environments and its implication in the 

context of computer science education has been discussed (Haaranen, 2018). Kuberlka et al. 

(2018) indicated that certain liveness features are beneficial to the way developers navigate 

source code and objects during the coding process. McDirmid (2016) gave out examples of how 

live coding environments acted as feedbacks or communication tools. In one way, programming 
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training seems boring for some learners, but novice programmers and online learners/viewers 

have a strong interest in participating in live coding streaming.  There is however a lack of a 

systematic view for motivations that enable users to receive educational and emotional benefits 

in coding learning. In addition, the analysis of detailed motivations also explains why people 

enjoy being live coding streamers and viewers, and possibly identify the challenges and 

prospects of using live streaming for online coding education. 

 

Method 

Literature analysis was conducted for identifying those reported motivations for livestreaming 

activities and a typology was developed for motivations for livestreaming coding learning, based 

on the literature guided by Use and Gratification Theory.   

Content analysis (Bloom, 1956; Krippendorf, 2004) was conducted using the motivation 

categories found in the literature review: Cognitive, Affective, Social Integration, Personal 

Integration, and Tension Release.  Live coding streams were accessed through using the 

https://www.twitch.tv/directory/, by choosing “Live Channel”, and using any of “programming,” 

“web development,” and/or “software development” as the search tags. Live coding streams 

were evaluated by two researchers. A total of 256 streams in a time span of one week, from 

February 24 to March 2, 2019, were observed. Shortly after watching the stream, the two 

researchers compared and discussed the streamers’ motivation categories, and one or more 

motivation categories were assigned if applicable. The coder pairs arrived at consensus on the 

categorization, therefore, an inter-coder reliability of 100% can be reached. 

 

User feedback/threads and blog posts regarding a live coding platform, LiveEdu.tv 

(https://blog.education-ecosystem.com/?s=live+streaming), were reviewed and evaluated as 

selective supporting cases for finding motivation. The blog posts site contained diverse 

discussion topics posted by the streamers; only those related to perception of motivation for 

livestreaming were harvested. In total, twenty six discussion posts were harvested and 

categorized. These data points provide empirical support for the motivation analysis performed 

by the researchers. 

https://www.twitch.tv/directory/
https://blog.education-ecosystem.com/?s=live+streaming
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Result and Discussion 

Livestreaming could offer numerous benefits for those seeking to learn computer coding. 

Livestreaming for computational programming allows viewers to participate in the programming 

process; for example, viewers can participate by performing code reviews, suggesting alternative 

methods, and discovering errors that the streamer may have missed (Haaranen, 2017).  There are 

multiple livestreaming sites for computer coding practice and learning such as Twitch 

programing and liveEdu.tv.  

 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of motivation categories; sometimes multiple assignments, N=256. 

 

Content analysis from 256 live coding streams from Twitch.tv (Figure 1), indicated that the 

ranking of motivation categories in decreasing order is: Cognitive, Social Integration, Personal 

Integration, Affective, and Tension Release. Live coding streams were primarily motivated by 

the purpose of learning and information seeking, followed by meeting new people and 

community outreach, as well as gaining social and community support. In comparison to other 
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types of livestreaming, such as gaming and sports (Zimmer, 2018), it showed less motivation for 

entertainment purpose. 

Livestreaming with computer programming might be boring to some, only showing a bunch of 

computer code on the screen. There is no speaking, no joking and singing like other popular 

event livestreaming. However, it attracts a great number of people to watch and participate for 

learning and fun. This indicates that live coding demonstrations provide unique motivations for 

both streamers and viewers.                             

In a typical live coding experience, the programmer does not speak a word; sometimes they put 

on some soft music. The programmer can quietly broadcast their live coding practice for several 

hours without any interaction with the audiences. Every line of code’s inputs, along with the 

programmer’s logical flow of coding (including switching, splitting, deletion, addition, 

modification, etc), are projected on-the-fly on the screen. In general, there is also a webcam in 

the lower corner showing the programmer’s face (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. A screenshot of live coding streaming from Twitch.tv 
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Cognitive decomposition and thinking aloud 

In 1956, Bloom presented his take on cognitive levels. From lowest to highest, they are as 

follows: recall, comprehension, application, analysis, and synthesis and evaluation (Bloom, 

1956). Programmers need to: recognize coding structures, understand programming rules, apply 

programming tasks, and have debugging skills, as well as advanced programming skills and 

evaluation capability (Shneiderman & Mayer, 1979;  Robins et al., 2003). Programming practice 

is a kind of higher-order learning activity, which requires the full imagination for dynamic 

features of the program and their all possible execution paths. New programmers usually lack the 

imagination necessary for expressing their programming ideas into an executable solution, as this 

develops over time. Live coding displays a complete and unedited view of how experienced 

programmers apply programming key concepts to produce a fine-tuned program construction 

process. 

Live coding streaming accurately mimics a real coding environment and practice and provides 

the performance of programming to a live audience. When carrying out a coding project 

development, firstly, it is important to clearly specify the user requirements in detail; this can be 

accomplished by defining related data concepts and entities in a clear and unambiguous manner. 

Next is to begin constructing a general solution. If the problem is relatively large and complex, it 

may be necessary to decompose the problem into smaller tasks until is small enough to be solved 

with one or two data structures and algorithms. Live coding allows users to observe such 

decomposition process in detail and step by step. 

“It's refreshing and challenging to try to understand how someone else is thinking in 

code. I'm thinking that at least if whoever is coding is thinking out loud it light be easier.” 

Developing proficient skills in computational thinking involves building a variety of problem-

solving skills that requires much in the way of coding practice. Live coding facilitates observing 

the development process, including the pitfalls of programming language design. However, the 

quality of learning depends on the person who is writing the code. For example, how to abstract 

a specific solving program into a data structure and the chosen algorithm, or whether they clearly 

spell out the logic and methods behind the solutions that they demonstrate in real time. 
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“Thought process, I consider myself a relatively proficient developer, but I often struggle 

with the overall scheme of a program. As in, I know I need X, Y, and Z, but not 

necessarily the best place to put X, Y, and Z.” 

“I've been trying to learn on and off for years now - I know the very basics but putting it 

all together still eludes me.” 

The coding process involves taking a big project and breaking it down into smaller, more 

manageable tasks. This is typically not a one-time deal and it involves continuous refinement. 

Live-coding can reflect such a process in real time. Finally, it implements specific algorithms to 

solve a small problem. If the problem is relatively small and simple, it can be easily 

accomplished. If it is more difficult to tackle, a streamer may look for literature and sources that 

report a solution.  Live coding enables the viewer to observe a refinement process in an easily 

understood format. A blog discussion reflects a similar idea: 

“The streams are not totally polished and bugless (they reflect actual development 

process but they are educational.)” 

 

Good habit coding 

In traditional programming education, a large amount of autodidactic behavior is required. Live 

coding can help educate users on how to translate the design of the code into an actual, 

functioning portion of the code. One solution might involve several designs, and the algorithm 

requires comparison in coding design for scalability, maintenance, and modularity. Other 

aspects, such as an algorithm’s time and spatial complexity, also need to be given special 

attention. Blog discussion threads have this to say on the subject: 

“How experienced programmers achieve good architecture. Specifically, 

decoupling/modularization, and the rationale behind their decisions.” 

“I'm interested in the process people use. I have a colleague who says vim is bad for rails 

development but I see vim being used all the time in screen casts. It's all down to 

personal preference but it's still interesting.” 
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“Want to see what best practices, technologies people are using. Want to get better.” 

Live coding has some advantages in terms of developing debugging skills in programmers, as 

well as helping them form good habits in terms of appropriate programming language use. 

Streamers can share their daily experiences of good coding practice live, thus granting their 

audience a good look at the streamer’s workflow. As an example of good programming habits 

one can consider C++: the C++ programing language (cpp) has some common ways to reduce 

procedures like “if null == x”; this kind of good-habit code writing can avoid accidentally 

assigning values in conditional statements, thus granting better program flow. Several blog post 

threads also comment on this facet of live programming, as can be seen below: 

“Real projects, live code are boring, slow pace, lot of debugging, lot of thinking and that 

was the real spirit.” 

“I want to see what people do to write more efficiently.”  

 

Information seeking and resources sharing 

Live coding, as has been discussed previously in this paper, can benefit users in a multitude of 

ways; however, the aforementioned reasons are far from the only positive factors to be found in 

live coding. Another upside to live coding is in how it demonstrates methods for retrieving 

multiple computational programming resources and synthesizing them together. If a solution to a 

coding problem exists, then generally speaking there is a corresponding open source library 

artifact providing an API or an existing algorithm. The problem with the algorithms is finding 

results that can be referenced in a corresponding field. If a user finds an existing result, there is 

usually an open source library. Calling an API is a call to an existing algorithm. Online 

streaming can easily demonstrate such a process by finding the appropriate coding resources and 

putting them together on the screen. Some blog discussion threads comment on this aspect of live 

coding: 

“I like to see the tools they are using and how they use them.” 

“I'm self-taught and it's really hard to find resources directed at the intermediate level 

programmer.” 
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“Yeah this is what I think... It could provide a decent resource for people who're out the 

'what's a loop' stages... It's a shame people don't seem to be using ‘github’ in conjunction 

with the vids, that'd help the documentation a lot” 

“Mainly workflow, tools, and dependencies/libraries they are using. There is always 

someone out there that knows some hidden gem that can make my life much easier.” 

 

Mutual, impromptu, participative environment 

Live coding provides a casual environment for coding practitioners and learners as well as 

encouragement for mutual learning; in this setting, streamers and viewers can share their 

computational thinking experience live with each other in a casual way. A blog discussion thread 

shows this mode of thought to be present in streaming communities: 

“It attracts a lot of programmers to participate. Other programmers found the live 

streaming is overcoming the coding programs, but also their own coding challenges or 

difficulties they experienced. Programmers get together and formed a mutual live 

learning environment.” 

Livestreaming means no preparation, no plan to follow, no polishing content or editing videos. It 

has the advantage of allowing users to observe and learn the whole computational thinking 

process in the real life environment. Blog discussion posts provide support for the above idea: 

“The main idea was for us streamers to just get the stream started, work on whatever we 

wanted, no plan to follow, no polished or edited video. Things were not even tutorial, 

they were just real life coding.” 

“Live coding wasn't about educating, it was about sharing ideas and the projects people 

are working on. That's very different from an educational platform. With live coding 

people did learn, but the streamers weren't educators. For that they would need some sort 

of curriculum/plan to follow, and… that is exactly what you're encouraging.” 

“Just for fun. A more passive pair-programming experience.” 
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Entertainment  

Livestreaming videos offer real and rich content. Computer programming is complex and 

sophisticated, and as such can be boring. Going to a concert to listen to a live concert is more 

popular than simply listening to a record. A talk show is more interesting than reading a 

manuscript seriously. This is because the former is more interactive, authentic, and 

unpredictable. Everyday news also needs to be watched at a fixed moment, but a live webcast is 

different. It changes the delay of previous news broadcasts, allows viewers to directly see the 

actual situation on the scene, and it is a scene without post-processing clips.  Compared to 

reproducible media (such as text), audio-visual media have a far greater abundance of features; 

an example of such features is the ability to record things, including speech rate, emotions, and 

gestures, which are all engaging features for audiences. Live coding offers a great deal of 

entertainment for users, especially compared to other methods of increasing coding experience. 

Once more, this is supported by discussion posts from live coding communities themselves: 

“Learning to code can be quite dull,”… “There’s not much of a social element. We 

thought this could be a way for people to learn and also be entertained.” “Social elements 

such as livestreaming can be used to share momentful and live experiences to others that 

share the same interest.” 

 “What I got out of this site was contact with other streamers, programmers and 

entertainment, I liked the social aspect of checking in on what others were working on. 

It's easy to see that most live coding style content has a limited shelf-span, typically it's 

only worth watching live, and you need videos that can be found easily and revisited by 

old and new users over and over again.” 

 

Emotional connectedness 

Even beyond the underlying logic of mutual learning, there is a far greater demand: in traditional 

systems of programming, the programmer may feel extreme social isolation; however, if there is 

a live platform, coders can feel a sense of connection to their audience.  They have companions, 
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individuals who are there with them, even if they are hundreds of miles away. If the programmer 

experiences difficulties, they have a community, people with whom they can work together: 

problems can be discussed together, and participants can use their talents and experiences for 

certain unique expertise. Live coding platforms serve as a community center, which can be very 

valuable to these programmers. Live coding broadcasting touches on a very important 

psychological phenomenon, a mental state referred to as the feeling of being on the spot; this is 

where the streamer is, even if they are alone at home, able to feel as though they are in the 

company of many others, namely, their audience. A streamer and their viewers can discuss 

things together, creating a sense of presence that can’t be underestimated, brought about by 

social participation. 

“As someone who is a hobbyist looking to make it a full time career it's really nice to see 

how people approach different problems. I like to glean as much information as I can 

about their workflow and what kinds of tools they use daily in order to be productive.” 

“I observe other coders while wearing a white lab coat and carrying a clipboard. I can 

inspect the way other specimens program and hopefully assimilate other techniques.” 

 

Reward and appreciation 

Live coding allows streamers to easily share their coding ideas and solutions to a live audience. 

They want their streaming to be valuable. They love to see others take their solutions or 

comments into account and see their solutions beneficial others, something which improves their 

reputation and credibility in the community.  

“Some streamers might like this but it is not something of value for viewers. If no 

viewers watch the content being streamed it is of no value…” 

“Now you want… those ‘monetizable’ tutorials. A tutorial is straight to the point, 

bugless, perfectly coded, well edited, no silent thinking moments....” 
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Adventure and curiosity 

Maslow (1971) believed that humans have the need to actively explore their environment. They 

are full of curiosity about everything they can observe, and are fascinated by mysterious, 

unknown, and unpredictable things. Humans are also irrevocably interested in other human 

beings; seeing how individuals act and interact with one another is a prime source of intrigue for 

our species. Livestreams are a source of such interaction which happens in real time, the stream 

offering a view of the personality of the streamer; this can act as a way of satisfying the viewer's 

interpersonal curiosity. One blog discussion thread states the following: 

“I am more curious onto what people are designing.” 

 

Escape and tension release 

Learning to code is a stressful process; it requires high levels of focus and attention for 

computational thinking. Live coding platforms enable a casual environment for learning to code 

that allows viewers to relax and lay back away from their boring and stressful working 

environment to have some fun. Blog discussions state the following corresponding points: 

“Learning different languages through osmosis because I'm too lazy to study” 

“Plus it's kind of zen for me. It's really relaxing to watch.” 

 

Motivation Model 

Content analysis from twenty-six "LiveEdu.tv" forum posts identified motivational needs for live 

coding from both streamers and viewers. These empirical data combined with the analysis of 

“Twitch.tv” live streaming data, support the creation of a motivation model based on UGT. It 

found that motivation focuses heavily on cognitive needs, including information search, 

cognitive decomposition, thinking aloud, good habit coding, and resource sharing (Figure 3). In 

such a collaborative learning environment, streamers and viewers achieve mutual advantages and 

seek personal rewards and emotional relationships. The need for entertainment and curiosity is 
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certainly not insignificant. Both streamers and viewers avoid a stressful coding environment and 

are more relaxed during the coding process. 

 

 

Figure 3. Motivation model in live coding streaming based on UGT 

Limitations 

This study is a preliminary study based on UGT theory as a framework, and the analysis is with a 

limited sample size. Additional observations can be explored with different coders for further 

repeated analysis. New surveys and interviews could also be conducted with both viewers and 

programmers for further exploring their live coding motivations and behind.  

Live coding offers new opportunities for the coding education of novice learners. However, 

evaluating the quality of live coding streams is difficult. Those who determine the quality of a 

stream cannot just rely on people who watch the stream, as it is felt that viewers of streams are 

not an accurate enough assessment; after all, the levels of coding capability in viewers varies 

from person to person. A set of specifications is required to ensure quality and to develop a set of 

appropriate standards to evaluate the coding quality during the livestream. 
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If live coding is applied for computational thinking education, there should be specified 

guidelines for streamers who write code; for example, the concrete computational thinking 

should be spelled out for solutions to specific problems. Also it is important to ensure that the 

previous, imperfect work-arounds that had been tried are shared, as well as mistakes that had 

been experienced during the solving of similar problems. 

“Value is hard to define...” 

 “They don’t understand that it's not necessary to mute/remove the stream. It's a mistake 

to want ‘better quality’.” 

“Silent random uneducational streaming is of no value for viewers.” 

The study provided a snapshot of using an emerging online livestreaming program for 

programming education. As more learners choose online livestreaming for programming 

education, it is imperative to understand how and why they are motivated to learn through such 

opportunities.  Understanding motivation allows to create more personalized and interactive live 

streaming tools. The exploration and collection of streaming content can be supported by new 

adaptive learning modules to enable cognitive decomposition on the fly. Similarly, stress-

reduced learning features with incentives and rewards help to create an efficient and equitable 

learning environment for programming learning. 

Conclusion 

From previous methods of information sharing (such as text, voice, and pictures) to today's 

innovative livestreaming, information sharing techniques have evolved and been enhanced 

greatly over the years, changing in terms of quantity, efficiency, and expressive potential. 

Livestreaming offers a more interactive and presence-based method of communication and 

maximizes the possibility of maintaining social relationships. Livestream broadcasting content 

can vary greatly, from original shows to today's diverse live events, including the following: 

outdoor live activities, news live reports, eating, exploring; education; daily life; and more. 

Livestreaming can be seen as having significantly impacted many people’s daily lives.  
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Traditional TV or other video media only attracts people through having extremely high-quality 

content due to its lack of communication. People will recommend content to their friends after 

they have watched it if they found it to be very good. Unlike watching a movie, however, once 

people think that an online streamer is even slightly interesting, they may tell others through 

methods such as online social media platforms; this causes more people to hear about such 

streams, as they spread much faster than other comparable media sources, and can easily gather 

crowds of people to join the livestream community.  

Since livestreaming can easily reach a large audience, understanding the underlying 

psychological needs of a live streamer (and their motivation for livestreaming) could shine a 

light on the audience's motivation. This study took the method of empirical research through 

content analysis of online livestreaming blog discussions, analyzed the psychological intentions 

of live coding audiences and streamers, developed a motivation model, and came to the 

conclusion that the users of live coding mainly focus on the following types of motivation: 

learning and information seeking, entertainment and adventure, meeting new people and gaining 

a sense of community, seeking external recognition and support, and seeking escape and 

relaxation. This indicates that livestreaming can be facilitated as personal learning experience 

sharing tools for computational thinking training and coding practice demonstration. The 

findings and motivation model help develop innovative motivation-specific learning tools that 

support interactive, adaptive, personal, and experience-based computer programming practices 

and training.  
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